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A Business Imperative:

Maintaining Growth–International hiring for
Indian heritage IT services companies
This report is the result of a series of interviews we conducted with senior
executives from Indian heritage IT services majors.
Executive Summary
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Inadequate global talent is hurting growth for Indian heritage companies; difficult economic
conditions are only amplifying the impact
Large parts of the global market still remain unaddressed or underpenetrated
 ompetition is with the global majors; clients are seeking impact on business outcomes; scale
C
matters
 oor hiring and poorer integration has dented the ability to diversify the talent pool; very few
P
examples of non-Indians in the C-suite
Talent acquisition and retention is firmly on the CEO agenda

Background
Over the last decade, the IT and IT Enabled Services industry has epitomized the success of
corporate India. Y2K proved to be the tipping point; companies aimed to deliver a high-quality
service at a fraction of the cost before quickly moving up the value chain in its ability to deliver
business value through a combination of assets, IP deployment and outcomes based commercial
models.
While global majors such as Accenture and IBM continued to influence the market with their
consultative sell, the value proposition of the Indian heritage IT companies was impossible to
ignore. This led to two major changes; firstly, every global major set up offshore delivery units to
narrow the gap on costs and secondly, every Indian IT major structured the organization around
industry verticals, to allow greater differentiation in the market and greater ability to compete
with the consultative sell of their global competitors. This has produced a more level playing
field across the industry, ensuring that a company’s national heritage will no longer determine its
growth trajectory.

Global Leadership addresses the key issues companies face in identifying, assessing and retaining successful leaders and leadership teams.
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The graph below shows how the growth of top Indian heritage IT service companies has tapered
over the last 7 years.
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Notes: The above includes data for TCS, Cognizant, Infosys, Wipro and HCL Technologies. Sales numbers (net of excise, where
applicable) have been used.
FY refers to the period 1st April to 31st March. TCS, Wipro and Infosys report their results as such and we have used quarterly data
for HCL (uses 1st July–30th June as the fiscal) and Cognizant (uses 1st January–31st December as the fiscal) to normalize on the
time scale.
Cognizant reports its results only in USD while the others report INR as well. We have taken the average exchange rate for the year
used by Infosys to normalize on FX rate.

The challenging economic conditions of the last three years are exposing some of the structural
weaknesses in these companies. Executives are telling us that they
■■

■■
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 eed to Tap New Geographies: Most companies are still at an early development stage in
N
places such as China, India, the rest of Asia, Latin America and Continental Europe, each of
which provide significant potential for new business
 eed to go Deep in Select Countries: While most Indian heritage IT majors report at least
N
a 25% contribution to revenue from their European operations, they admit that is partly an
accounting perspective and may not reflect their strength in those geographies. For example,
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working across countries for an American multinational client with fairly centralized decision
making reflects the strength of the HQ relationship and not the depth of presence in each
country of operation. Similarly, how many local or regional majors in each country are clients in
the local country of operation?
■■

■■

■■

 eed to Build and Strengthen New Verticals: Indian heritage companies still derive most of
N
their revenue from clients in financial services and manufacturing. While these sectors still offer
growth potential, so do many other sectors such as healthcare, energy & utilities, and public
sector that are still marginal
 eed to “Partner” with Clients: Combining the service lines of consulting, technology
N
and outsourcing and leveraging third party assets, is creating opportunities for end-to-end
solutions, ensuring greater stickiness in client relationships and creating opportunities for
gains in market share. However, this model itself is a relatively new one and has not yet been
institutionalized
 eed to Industrialize Delivery: As Indian heritage companies lose cost competitiveness
N
with global majors establishing large off-shore delivery centers, how can they implement a
paradigm of cost that is per unit of work done and not per unit of time and improve employee
productivity?

Individual companies will pick their own strategy and modus operandi for execution but there is
common realization that it will no longer be enough to cherry pick clients. A truly global presence,
a full service offering and a robust in-country model will be key to their success.
There is common admission that lack of adequate leadership talent is proving to be a
constraining factor, preventing companies tapping into the business potential that already exists.
Which Leadership Attributes & Competencies are a Priority?
Themes we heard consistently from the executives we interviewed
The ability to broaden the relationship to the C-suite beyond the CIO and help impact business
outcomes at multiple levels is critical. There is a need to shift IT spend away from running the
business and deploy it in business enhancement projects. This requires leadership to take a
holistic view of client spend and a consultative approach to client engagement. Hiring strategies
therefore shift towards professional services organizations with an on-site client partner type
model as opposed to delivery / practice heads making only periodic trips to the client location.
There is evidence of senior P&L leaders relocating closer to the market than to the delivery
organization.
The term ‘global outlook’ emerged in several discussions. Working overseas did not equate to
‘being global’. Equal frustration was expressed towards Indian, U.S. and European executives
who they thought lacked a global outlook. Our interviewees said they thought around 30% to
35% of executives within their senior leadership teams have a genuine global outlook on the
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business. There is recognition that European and U.S. executives needed to better understand
the offshore delivery model and embrace the engineering / service delivery heritage of the Indian
heritage businesses. Indian heritage companies see most European and U.S executives as being
driven by their ‘black book’ of contacts, who only feel responsible for landing sales, but not for
the subsequent delivery of services and for nurturing opportunities.
Industry verticalization is still a relatively new concept in Indian heritage companies and for most
executives in the 1990s and early part of 2000, career progression resulted from growth in size
of the delivery teams they managed. At one time, selling was easy and limited to RFP responses
and demand fulfillment as opposed to demand creation. With greater emphasis on a more
robust sales and marketing engine, the power equation is shifting towards demand execution
and market development rather than RFP responding. Some companies have addressed this
by uniting the delivery and sales groups in an arrangement of common KPIs. While that clearly
helps, it works only if there is an underlying cultural foundation that creates positive tension
between sales and delivery. When implemented, it needs consistency of messaging and conflict
management from the senior leadership.
There was also a growing recognition that the right type of executive needed to be in the right
type of role. An example of this would be hiring an entrepreneurial executive to get a business
up and running in a new territory, but then having time-based succession of typically two to
three years or less, whereby the executive would hand over a more established business to an
internal successor. Typically this individual could then move on to another territory and repeat the
process. There were numerous examples cited, where an entrepreneurial executive had started
the business off, but growth had stalled typically around the two year mark as different skills
were required to run a more significant business with multiple service lines, deployed for multiple
clients, across multiple verticals.
Indian heritage companies are considered entrepreneurial by the executive community abroad
which has both positive and negative connotations; while it allows for quicker decision making
and greater commercial and contractual flexibility, it also makes the executive roles seem fluid.
A number of good hires have failed to integrate because the role, reporting lines and KPIs could
never be adequately defined and would often contradict or overlap with others in the system.
Companies blame this on the individual for being too driven by what they want and for taking
a short-term view of their career, while the hired executive suffers from a form of corporate
agoraphobia, where they have become insecure due to the fact that they do not have the
rigorous, western-style corporate structure supporting them.
The Story so Far . . .
■■
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In terms of nationalities, it is not surprising that Indian heritage IT services businesses still have
a low percentage of foreign employees. Typically, foreigners account for less than 10% of the
workforce. Due to the large number of global delivery centres based in India, it is perhaps
not surprising that the average percentage shifts downwards. However, even when you move
to the senior executive level, this percentage only increases to 20% to 30% for non-Indian
nationalities
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■■
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 he ability to acquire and integrate talent has been greater in the U.S. where outsourcing is
T
well-established and accepted and there is a homogeneous talent pool. Europe was seen as
moderately hard to hire, with mixed results across the different geographies, north and west
Europe being fractionally easier to hire than the south and central region. China and Japan are
both considered challenging markets to recruit talent
 n the whole, companies claim that integration has been a far greater challenge than hiring
O
but a lot of this has stemmed from design and process issues upfront. Poor definition of
the role at the beginning of the process and too much focus on the input (number of CVs
presented) rather than the output (qualified, relevant candidates who fit the culture of the
organization) are common issues
 aking executives accountable for recruiting a successor or a team member is critical.
M
Also, defining a committed search committee who maintains focus and does not delegate
throughout the search process has huge impact on the success of a search project

So What Needs to Change?
■■

■■

 here is growing recognition that expats transplanted into a new market cannot be the only
T
strategy for international growth. Hiring local talent with a strong culture fit is a business
imperative and will accelerate local market penetration. Market-facing vertical leads of client
partner style executives who have “relationships” and “genuine content” on how to transform
technology operations are the most in demand.
 here was growing concern that a combination of market conditions and poorly executed
T
recruiting was resulting in an opportunity cost to the business due to lost time, as well as
significant costs to exit failing executives. Indian heritage IT services businesses are definitely
not all the same and they each have distinct cultural attributes. Partnering with a leadership
advisory firm which is prepared to invest the time in understanding not just the culture of the
organisation, but also the personalities and styles of the leadership team, and working together
in anticipating and addressing hiring and integration issues are critical success factors.
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